
Lighting
 Wire & Cable  

UL TFFN
600V, 90°C

PVC Insulation & Nylon Jacket 

TR64 - UL1007, UL1569, UL1581
 300V, 80°C or 105°C

 PVC Insulation

Type SOW & SOW-A
600V, 105°C

EPDM Rubber Insulation & CPE Yellow Jacket

Type SOOW
600V, 105°C

Flame resistant thermosetting elastomer Insulation 
 Heavy-Duty Thermosetting Polymer Jacket

Stage Lighting UL1581
600V, 105°C

EPR/CPE 2 Layer Bonded Thermostat Jacket  

TEW Bare or Tinned
 UL1015, UL1028, UL1283 & UL1284

600V, 105°C
PVC Insulation 

Whatever your unique lighting project calls for, Sycor can provide you with the specialty 
lighting cable you need to get the job done. Our specialty lighting cables are used in various 
applications, including emergency lighting systems, portable power systems, and stage light-
ing; and in industries like nightlife, entertainment, and theatre.

Sycor distributes extremely durable lighting cables that are designed to withstand severe 
environmental conditions. The cables are not only water and sunlight resistant, but they are 
also able to withstand exposure to oils, alkalis, acids, heat, flames, moisture, and chemicals 
as well. The stage lighting cables we distribute are available in an array of sizes and conduc-
tor configurations, making Sycor Technology the place to go for all your specialty lighting 
needs.

If you can’t find the specialty lighting product you are looking for on our site, just give us a 
call! Our friendly and resourceful sales team is fully equipped with the tools and knowledge 
to help track down a product that will fit your outlined specifications.

CL 1251 - UL3173, UL3195, UL3196
600V, 125°C

 XLPE Insulation

*These are only some of our lighting wire and 
cables that are available. As a distributor we have 
access to almost every type of construction, simply 
reach out and we'll find the solution you need!

www.sycor.com

Value-Added Services

Cutting Striping

https://www.sycor.com/products/building-wire/ul-style-tffn-90-c-600-volts.html
https://www.sycor.com/products/hook-up-wire/pvc-insulated-hook-up-lead-wire/csa-tr64-ul1007-1569-1581-hook-up-80c-90c-105c-300v.html
https://www.sycor.com/products/portable-power-cord/type-sow-a-sow.html
https://www.sycor.com/products/portable-power-cord/type-soow-a.html
https://www.sycor.com/products/portable-power-cord/stage-lighting-power-cable.html
https://www.sycor.com/products/hook-up-wire/pvc-insulated-hook-up-lead-wire/csa-tew-ul1015-1028-1283-1284-105c-600v.html
https://www.sycor.com/products/hook-up-wire/xlpo-insulated-hook-up-lead-wire/csa-cl-1251-ul-3173-ul-3195-ul-3196-125-c-600-volts.html
http://www.sycor.com

